Example of usage on marble surfaces, from roughing with
diamond-coated metal grinding disc to high gloss polishing with
TMB SHINEPAD disc

Placed on the pad holder they
remove very deep scratches as
well as height differences in the
laying of marble floors.
They are available for both
concrete and marble, with 3
different grits according to the
type of treatment to be carried
out

Disc with electrodeposited
tungsten coating
TOR43 can be used for heavy
duty applications, to restore
worn out surfaces, to remove
products such as resins and
glues, to prepare subfloors or
surfaces for resin treatments

TECHNICAL DATA		
TOR43
Drive		Direct
Working width
cm
43
Brush Ø
cm
43
Pad holder Ø
cm
43
Oscillations per minute
n.
1400
Power supply
V/Hz
230/50*
Tank
l
15
Power
W
1100
Machine weight
Kg
65
Machine dimensions (L x h x w)
mm
700x1220x495
* V/Hz 120/60 is also available
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Diamond-coated metal grinding
discs

TOR43 ORBITAL SINGLE DISC MACHINE

Whatever is your cleaning need TOR43 is the solution:
suitable for any type of application and comfortable for any user

TOR43 is a new concept single disc machine recommended for
heavy duty works. It has an orbital movement that enhances the
performances of a regular single disc machine.

Moreover, the particular orbital movement makes its use very
easy for any operator, that has not necessary to be endowed with
distinctive physical strength, reducing also training time.

The high frequency oscillations get stability and manoeuvrability
even with a weight of 65 Kg (without accessories).
In treatments that require water TOR43 ensures a remarkable
saving, since water is constantly kept under the disc area through
the orbital movement and is not sprayed around.

The low current absorption of this machine means that it can even
be used together with a vacuum cleaner, with both appliances
powered by standard mains voltage.

ACCESSORIES
A wide range of pads and accessories ensures to get the best results according to the type of floor and treatment.

OPTIONAL PAD HOLDERS
Different pad holders allow to properly set TOR43 according to the type of work to carry out

Abrasive pads

Microfiber pads

Steel wool pads

Spray kit for moquette cleaning

TOR43 is suitable for heavy duty cleaning, stripping, crystallization, polishing and honing of marble, stone,
cement and wood floors.

Pad holder with Velcro strips

Velcro pad holder

Pad holder for sandpaper

Pad holder for steel wool

Diamond pads - TMB SHINEPAD

The Velcro strips are fixed onto a
soft surface, to allow the pad to
follow the treated surface more
effectively. It is suitable for floor
maintenance and polishing

The entire surface is covered
with Velcro, ensuring more
resistance in case of high
friction. It is suitable for heavy
duty pads, for deep cleaning of
hard floors and moquette

It is suitable for abrasive pads
used for stone and wood
treatments and tungsten pads,
employed on concrete surfaces

The rubber surface is suitable for
crystallization with steel wool
pads. Its particular shape save
steel strings to get caught on the
Velcro

They are suitable for marble and derivatives, both for maintenance and
restoration of worn out floors. 9 grits are available from 50 to 15.000,
allowing treatments from roughing to high gloss polishing

An example of gres floor (non- ceramic) before and after
the restoration

